INTRODUCTION
Scholars have vacillated for centuries between two opposing assessments of the role of poetics in social life. A long tradition of thinking about language and society argues that verbal art provides a central dynamic force in shaping linguistic structure and linguistic study. This position emerges clearly in the writings of Vico, Herder, and von Humboldt; attention from Sapir, the Russian "Formalists," and members of the Prague School to the role of poetics contributed to the development of performance studies and ethnopoetics in the last two decades. Nonetheless, poetics has often been marginalized by anthropologists and linguists who believe that aesthetic uses of language are merely parasitic upon such "core" areas of linguistics as phonology, syntax, and semantics, or upon such anthropological fields as economy and social organization.
The balance between these two views shifted in favor of poetics in the late 1970s and early 1980s as a new emphasis on performance directed attention away from study of the formal patterning and symbolic content of texts to the emergence of verbal art in the social interaction between performers and 59 0084-6570/90/1015-0059$02.00 audiences. This reorientation fit nicely with growing concern among many linguists with indexical (as opposed to solely referential or symbolic) meaning, naturally occurring discourse, and the assumption that speech is heterogeneous and multifunctional. Anthropologists and folklorists similarly found performance-based studies responsive to their interest in play, the social construction of reality, and reflexivity. One dimension that particularly excited many practitioners was the way performances move the use of heterogeneous stylistic resources, context-sensitive meanings, and conflicting ideologies into a reflexive arena where they can be examined critically.
A number of historical overviews and critical assessments of this literature are available (28, 33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 63, 93, 166, 237). We accordingly turn our attention to several basic theoretical issues that have shaped both the way scholars have studied performance and its rejection by other practitioners. These problems are evident in the way such key terms as performativity, text, and context have been defined, and in the presuppositions used in framing them. Our stress on these broader theoretical issues runs counter to a growing tendency to view this area of study as "the performance approach," thus downplaying the heterogeneous array of theoretical sources that have shaped it and reducing performance to the status of a formula for analysis of artful communication.
First, we examine several crucial presuppositions of both the partisans and the critics of poetics research. These implicit metaphysical conceptions take culturally and historically specific ideas about the nature of language and its role in social life and elevate them to the level of purportedly objective and universally applicable theories. We argue that such assumptions are not only limited and ethnocentric but also often undermine the ability of scholars to grasp the heterogeneous and dynamic character of language use and the central place it occupies in the social construction of reality. It is important to recognize the historical and cultural specificity and ethnocentricity of Western thinking about language and society and to explore a broader range of alternatives. In the context of these broader questions, performance-based research shares some of the central goals of deconstruction (80), readerresponse and reception theories (154, 244), hermeneutics (207) , the "poetics and politics" of ethnographic texts (75), and cultural studies (71).
Studies of performance can make a unique contribution to this larger project. As many authors have stressed, performances are not simply artful uses of language that stand apart both from day-to-day life and from larger questions of meaning, as a Kantian aesthetics would suggest. Performance rather provides a frame that invites critical reflection on communicative processes. A given performance is tied to a number of speech events that precede and succeed it (past performances, readings of texts, negotiations, rehearsals, gossip, reports, critiques, challenges, subsequent performances, and the like). An adequate analysis of a single performance thus requires sensitive ethnographic study of how its form and meaning index a broad range of discourse types, some of which are not framed as performance. Performance-based research can yield insights into diverse facets of language use and their interrelations. Because contrastive theories of speech and associated metaphysical assumptions embrace more than these discourse events alone, studying performance can open up a wider range of vantage points on how language can be structured and what roles it can play in social life.
Performance-based study challenges dominant Western conceptions by prompting researchers to stress the cultural organization of communicative processes. Linguists, of course, have long discounted native speakers' views of language structure and use; Boas (51), for example, referred to such conceptions as "secondary explanations," and he regarded them as irrelevant, distracting, and patently false. Anthropologists, on the other hand, often follow Malinowski (172) in claiming to present "the native's point of view" (see 106). Presentations of "the native model" or "theory" generally overlook difficulties in deriving indigenous perspectives exclusively from the referential content of elicited data. They tend also to ignore the fact that such factors as gender and social class frequently generate competing perspectives on language and social life. To make more reliable use of native speakers' meta-level discourse on language we must regard performers and audience members not simply as sources of data but as intellectual partners who can make substantial theoretical contributions to this discourse. In addition, we must develop greater awareness of the way discourse is recorded and analyzed.
As ethnographers of performance, we regard the task of deconstructing dominant Western conceptions of language and social life as a vital, ongoing facet of a larger project. We accordingly turn to the complementary task of exploring alternative ways of viewing performance in a later section ("Entextualization and Decontextualization"). We attempt to provide a framework that will displace reified, object-centered notions of performativity, text, and context-notions that presuppose the encompassment of each performance by a single, bounded social interaction. Heeding calls for greater attention to the dialectic between performance and its wider sociocultural and political-economic context, we stress the way poetic patterning extracts discourse from particular speech events and explores its relationship to a diversity of social settings.
Decentering and recontextualization have powerful implications for the conduct of social life. Investigating how this process takes place and how individuals gain rights to particular modes of transforming speech can therefore illuminate issues of central concern to anthropologists, linguists, folklorists, and literary scholars. To say that language use is social action is, however, much easier than to develop frameworks that can identify and explain the nature of this dynamism. As Levinson (163) notes, speech act theory has rested on a "literal force hypothesis" that posits a one-to-one correlation between performative utterances and illocutionary forces, even if most theorists admit that surface forms frequently do not directly signal illocutionary force. Silverstein (229) suggests that speech act theory ultimately draws on the very referential reductionism it decries in asserting that the semantic content of "explicit performative verbs" can be used in correlating types of performative utterances with illocutionary forces. This equation becomes painfully apparent in Austin's conclusion that since "primitive languages" lack "precision" (that is, referential delicacy), explicit performatives will also be absent; it will accordingly be impossible to make clear distinctions between illocutionary forces. Far more than the reputation of speech act theory itself rests on sorting out these problems; they force practitioners to come to grips with basic recurrent issues regarding structure vs event, context-free vs pragmatic elements of language, and the role of language in social life. Performance-oriented research, particularly studies of political and ritual discourse, have played a special role in this undertaking.
Discourse analysis argues that a wide range of formal features can signal the illocutionary forces of utterances, often apart from or in spite of their referential content. One of the most controversial claims is Bloch's (50) characterization of political rhetoric in "traditional" societies. He argues that oratorical style places great constraints on linguistic form, suppresses creativity, and diminishes the importance of reference; this process of formalization nonetheless greatly enhances the ability of speakers to bring about a desired course of action. This body of research has greatly enhanced our understanding of performativity by showing that illocutionary force is not simply a product of the referential content and/or syntactic structure of particular sentences. The formal properties of discourse, larger units of speech events, frames, keys, participation structures, and the like are not simply "felicity conditions" (13) or "preparatory conditions" (219) that activate self-contained performative utterances. Illocutionary force can be conveyed by a host of elements from micro to macro and, most importantly, by the interaction of such features. The ethnography of communication, discourse analysis, and research on performance have all contributed to shifting the focus of research from isolated sentences and features to, in Austin's terms, the total speech act. This process has followed three loosely defined stages. A number of studies (published primarily in the late 1960s through mid-1970s) applied Austin's framework to a particular speech community and/or body of speech act types (94, 98, 99, 208). As a result, a lack of fit became apparent between the concepts outlined by Austin, Searle, Grice, and others and the way performativity was conceived of and used in a wide range of speech communities. Ethnographies of speaking both exposed the ethnocentricity and reductionism inherent in these formulations and helped researchers to find alternatives (88a, 141, 157, 19 la, 209, 229). Eventually the use of speech act theory in framing research problems was to a great extent displaced in favor of, as Levinson has put it, "much more complex multi-faceted pragmatic approaches to the functions that utterances perform" (163:283). Performanceoriented scholars no longer think of performativity primarily as the use of specific features in signaling particular illocutionary effects within a fixed set of conventions and a given social context. Instead, they view it as the interaction of complex and heterogeneous formal patterns in the social construction of reality. Performance-centered scholarship has also been read of late in antithetical ways. Limon & Young (166) argue, for instance, that studies of performance have not measured up to Bauman's (26, 27) call for analysis of the broader social, cultural, and historical context; they attribute this failure to the devotion of practitioners to "microsociological" or "interactional" analysis and to the "poetics of . .. verbal art." Bronner (67:89) argues in a somewhat similar vein that "in emphasizing display and performance, in the assumption of expressive actions as strategies used in specific situations, the nature of an actor was separated from the act, and the physical stage was isolated from its social surroundings." Thus in these and other recent accounts, performancecentered research emerges as the blind man's elephant. Blackburn seeks to recover "lost ground in the study -of oral performance" by "reversing the direction that performance studies had charted" (49:xxi, xvii); that is, to him performance studies seem too much concerned with context and too little concerned with textual detail. Limon & Young and Bronner, on the other hand, argue that performance approaches are too caught up in poetics to be able to discern broader social and political contexts.
These discrepancies are not simply the product of divergent trends in the field: These authors cite many of the same sources. Nor do such claims simply imply a circular movement from text to context to text. Rather, performance studies are in the midst of a radical reformulation wherein "text," "context," and the distinction between them are being redefined. This shift is signaled grammatically in the addition of affixes that effectively move the emphasis from product to process and from conventional structures to agency as the terms "entextualization" and "contextualization" gain currency. The remain-der of this section is devoted to a consideration of the move from "context" to "contextualization"; we discuss the transition from "text" to "entextualization" in the following section.
Briggs ( 21, 32, 42, 48, 63, 112, 131, 144, 146, 159, 180, 227, 248, 250) . Performance-based analysis has a key role to play here in that poetically patterned contextualization cues are highlighted in performance; this heightened perceptibility can help researchers to determine how individual cues are linked in creating larger formal and functional patterns.
The shift in emphasis from context to contextualization suggests the reason performance analysis has become simultaneously more textually and more contextually focused in recent years. In order to avoid reifying "the context" it is necessary to study the textual details that illuminate the manner in which participants are collectively constructing the world around them. On the other hand, attempts to identify the meaning of texts, performances, or entire genres in terms of purely symbolic, context-free content disregard the multiplicity of indexical connections that enable verbal art to transform, not simply reflect, social life. To claim that researchers must choose among analyses of poetic patterns, social interaction, or larger social and cultural contexts is to reify each of these elements and to forestall an adequate analysis of any.
The shift we identify here represents a major step towards achieving an agent-centered view of performance. Contextualization involves an active process of negotiation in which participants reflexively examine the discourse as it is emerging, embedding assessments of its structure and significance in the speech itself. reported speech; a growing body of research (32, 37, 65, 144, 169, 233, 247 
ENTEXTUALIZATION AND DECONTEXTUALIZATION1
Much performance-oriented research on contextualization has focused on the grounding of performance in situational contexts. An alternative perspective has begun to emerge from performance studies and other areas that approaches some of the basic problems in linguistic anthropology from a contrary set of assumptions.
Consider for a moment why researchers have had to make such an issue of contextualization, to devote so much effort to establishing that the form, function, and meaning of verbal art cannot be understood apart from context. The reason is precisely that verbal art forms are so susceptible to treatment as self-contained, bounded objects separable from their social and cultural contexts of production and reception. Taking The past work of most investigators of contextualization has thus tended to take the opposite tack from the one on which we will now embark. It has 'Because this is a preliminary and programmatic formulation of a line of inquiry just beginning to take shape, we do not frame it as a review of the literature. Instead, by means of citations we link our outline to past research on which the approach can be built. This section should be read in conjunction with William Hanks's article on "Texts and Textuality" in the 1989 Annual Review of Anthropology (126).
2The problem of decontextualization (and recontextualization, of which more below) has been the principal focus of a seminar at the Center for Psychosocial Studies, chiefly under the rubrics of the decentering and recentering of discourse. These terms draw on poststructuralist usage in the process of offering a critique of the perspectives in which that usage is rooted (34). Through the work of the group's members, these terms have begun to gain wider currency in linguistic anthropology (e.g. 126, 200). We employ "centering," "decentering," and "recentering" here, interchangeably with "contextualization," "decontextualization," and "recontextualization." established how performance is anchored in and inseparable from its context of use. Such work-on the ties of performance to the competence, expressive agenda, rhetorical strategy, and functional goals of the performer; on the phatic ties of the performer to the audience; on the indexical ties of the performed discourse to its situational surround, the participants, or other dimensions of the performance event; on the structure of the performed text as emergent in performance, and so on-served to establish how and why verbal art should be resistant to decentering, to extraction from context. We will contrastively ask what it is that makes verbal art decenterable despite all these anchoring counterforces. What makes it susceptible to decontextualization? What factors loosen the ties between performed discourse and its context? One starting point for these inquiries is a distinction between discourse and text. At the heart of the process of decentering discourse is the more fundamental process-entextualization. In simple terms, though it is far from simple, it is the process of rendering discourse extractable, of making a stretch of linguistic production into a unit-a text-that can be lifted out of its interactional setting. A text, then, from this vantage point, is discourse rendered decontextualizable. Entextualization may well incorporate aspects of context, such that the resultant text carries elements of its history of use within it.
Basic to the process of entextualization is the reflexive capacity of discourse, the capacity it shares with all systems of signification "to turn or bend back upon itself, to become an object to itself, to refer to itself' (15, 16). In Jakobsonian terms (151), with regard to language, this reflexive capacity is manifested most directly in the metalingual and poetic functions (174). The metalingual (or metadiscursive) function objectifies discourse by making discourse its own topic; the poetic function manipulates the formal features the discourse to call attention to the formal structures by which the discourse is organized.
Performance, the enactment of the poetic function, is a highly reflexive mode of communication. As the concept of performance has been developed in linguistic anthropology, performance is seen as a specially marked, artful way of speaking that sets up or represents a special interpretive frame within which the act of speaking is to be understood. Performance puts the act of speaking on display-objectifies it, lifts it to a degree from its interactional setting and opens it to scrutiny by an audience. Performance heightens awareness of the act of speaking and licenses the audience to evaluate the skill and effectiveness of the performer's accomplishment. By its very nature, then, performance potentiates decontextualization.
We may approach the process of entextualization in performance in formal and functional terms by exploring the means available to participants in performance situations to render stretches of discourse discontinuous with their discursive surround, thus making them into coherent, effective, and memorable texts. What discursive resources might serve this end? From a formal perspective, this line of inquiry takes us into familiar territory: the formal organization of texts, the devices of cohesion, and so forth. Here, the close formal analysis advanced in recent years under the stimulus of ethnopoetics (144, 226, 242, 243), the comparative analysis of parallelism (72,  100, 101, 158), and the analysis of folklore genres (32, 44, 63, 118, 178 Performance is clearly not the only mechanism of entextualization. Our claim, rather, is that performance as a frame intensifies entextualization. It is also important to recall that performance is a variable quality; its salience among the multiple functions and framings of a communicative act may vary along a continuum from sustained, full performance to a fleeting breakthrough into performance (31, 142). Likewise, entextualization is a matter of degree across the speech genres of a community ( 20:91-140; 57, 63, 108,  118, 180, 223) . Full performance seems to be associated with the most marked entextualization, but such correlation is far from perfect; a rigorously entextualized stretch of discourse may be reported, or translated, or rendered in a frame other than performance. This is an area that will reward further investigation.
The foregoing brief survey of entextualization must suffice here in establishing that discourse may be fashioned for ease of detachment from situational context. Processes that anchor discourse in contexts of use may be opposed by others that potentiate its detachability. If we now consider what becomes of text once decontextualized, we recognize that decontextualization from one social context involves recontextualization in another. For present purposes, we consider the decontextualization and recontextualization of texts to be two aspects of the same process, though time and other factors may mediate between the two phases. Because the process is transformational, we must now determine what the recontextualized text brings with it from its earlier context(s) and what emergent form, function, and meaning it is given as it is recentered.
At this stage, we can only suggest schematically and programmatically what some of the dimensions of the transformation may be. It helps, of course, if one has good data on successive points in the process, but examination even of apparently isolated texts may be productive precisely because a text may carry some of its history with it (7a, 37, 63). Moreover, a succession of recenterings may be encompassed within a single event (206, 236; 165-68) .
For example, in performing a treasure tale popular among Spanish-speakers in northern New Mexico, Melaqulas Romero provides a summary of the tale, a performance of his parents' version, and several retellings based on other versions of the narrative. Such recenterings may also be simultaneous rather than serial. Mr. Romero thus presents a key scene in the treasure tale, a dialog between a sheepherder and his boss, as it was retold by the boss to another sheepherder, who in turn recounted it to two friends; Mr. Romero then recounts the way these two individuals presented the narrative to him (see 66).
In mapping the dimensions of transformation one could employ any one of the following elements while keeping in mind the crucial task of examining their interrelations. 6. The emergent structure of the new context, as shaped by the process of recontextualization. Texts both shape and are shaped by the situational contexts in which they are produced.
To this point, we have sketched a framework for the investigation of decentering and recentering largely in formal terms. But just as the formal analysis of the processes and practices of contextualization is a means of investigating larger social and cultural problems, so too the analysis of decontextualization and recontextualization will stand or fall as an anthropological enterprise by the degree to which it illuminates problems of broader concern. Let us suggest, then, some problem areas in which such an investigation might be productive. In so doing, we begin to answer certain critics of performance-centered analysis (summarized in 166).
The decontextualization and recontextualization of performed discourse bear upon the political economy of texts (104, 148), texts and power. Performance is a mode of social production (253); specific products include texts, decentered discourse. To decontextualize and recontextualize a text is thus an act of control, and in regard to the differential exercise of such control the issue of social power arises. More specifically, we may recognize differential access to texts, differential legitimacy in claims to and use of texts, differential competence in the use of texts, and differential values attaching to various types of texts. All of these elements, let us emphasize, are culturally constructed, socially constituted, and sustained by ideologies, and they accordingly may vary cross-culturally. None of these factors is a social or cultural given, for each may be subject to negotiation as part of the process of entextualization, decentering, and recentering.
1. Access depends upon institutional structures, social definitions of eligibility, and other mechanisms and standards of inclusion and exclusion (even such practical matters as getting to where the texts are to be found).
2. The issue of legitimacy is one of being accorded the authority to While the implications of the decentering and recentering of discourse for the construction and exercise of power may be approached from a variety of vantage points, including cultural conceptions of the nature and uses of performance, institutional structures, or ideology, the situated practice of decontextualization and recontextualization is an essential and foundational frame of reference. In this sense the investigation of decontextualization and recontextualization continues the program of the ethnography of speaking, adding a conceptual framework, centered on discursive practice itself, that links separate situational contexts in terms of the pragmatics of textuality. Moreover, the chain of linkages may be extended without temporal limit, for texts may be continuously decentered and recentered (128). At one level, this illuminates the process of traditionalization (37, 143), the telling and retelling of a tale, the citing and reciting of a proverb as these recenterings are part of the symbolic construction of discursive continuity with a meaningful past. Attention to such processes locates performances, texts, and contexts in systems of historical relationship. At another level, the tracing of chains of decentering and recentering offers a unified frame of reference for the analysis of control over discourse that extends from the small-scale and local to the global. A given folktale performance, for example, may be traced through connected processes of decentering and recentering in local oral tradition, in the nationalization of culture as it is appropriated by learned elites in the service of nationalist ideology, or in the internationalization of culture as it is held up to view as part of world literature (11, 145:35-64; 185, 211).
Our approach to the decontextualization and recontextualization of texts also contributes operational and substantive specificity to Bakhtin's more abstract notion of dialogism (18), increasingly influential in linguistic anthropology and folklore. If indeed, as Bakhtin tells us, our mouths are filled with the words of others, the program we have outlined here is designed to elucidate how these dialogical relations are accomplished, and in ways that take full account of form-function interrelationships and the sociology and political economy of Bakhtinian dialogue.
A further significant payoff offered by the investigation of the decontextualization and recontextualization of texts is a critical and reflexive perspective from which to examine our own scholarly practice. Much of what we do as linguistic anthropologists amounts to the decontextualization and recontextualization of others' discourse (130, 249), which means as well that we exercise power along the lines outlined above. To be sure, the exercise of such power need not be entirely one-sided; our interlocutors may attempt to control how their discourse will be entextualized and recontextualized. These processes have significant implications for the methods, goals, and not least, ethics, of our profession.
CONCLUSION
Performance emerged as a key term in certain sectors of linguistic anthropology and folklore in the early to mid-1970s, drawing together under its rubric at least three critical reorientations then energizing those allied fields. The first of these involved a challenge to the conception of language promulgated under the banner of transformational generative linguistics. In that approach, performance-"natural speech," what the speaker actually does in using language was excluded from the purview of linguistic theory, which centered instead on competence, an abstract, idealized, cognitive system of rules for the production and comprehension of grammatically appropriate sen-tences. It was conceptually and rhetorically effective, then, to advance performance as the center of an alternative, socially constituted linguistics (141), in which social function gives shape to linguistic form, language has social as well as referential meaning, and the communicative functions of language in the constitution of social life are fundamental to its essence.
A second major shift of perspective captured by the notion of performance occurred in folklore, founded on a reorientation from a traditionalist view of folklore as reified, persistent cultural items-texts, artifacts, mentifacts-to a conception of folklore as a mode of communicative action (198) . Here, performance was understood as the assumption of accountability to an audience for a display of communicative skill and effectiveness (26, 142) .
Third, the turn to performance marked an effort to establish a broader space within linguistics and anthropology for poetics-verbal artistry against the conception, deeply rooted in Western epistemology and ontology, that poetics is an etiolation of language, functionally hollow or void, extraneous to what really makes language or society work (102, 224). A focus on the artful use of language in the conduct of social life-in kinship, politics, economics, religion-opened the way to an understanding of performance as socially constitutive and efficacious, not secondary and derivative (38, 40).
All three of these critical reorientations relied centrally on the ethnographic and analytical investigation of form-function-meaning interrelationships within situational contexts of language use. As we have attempted to make clear in the early sections of this review, the further developments in performance studies have maintained the critical stance on which performance-centered analysis was founded and continued to exploit productively the basic situational frame of reference that characterized performance-centered lines of inquiry.
Recently, however, critics and practitioners alike have identified certain limitations engendered by a mode of analysis that hews too closely to the speech or performance event as the primary frame of reference and unit of analysis (166). The difficulties are several. First, there is the problem of history, the need to link series of speech events into historical systems of interrelationship in discourse-centered terms. Second, there is the perennial micro-macro problem of how to relate the situated use of language to larger social structures, particularly the structures of power and value that constitute the political economy of a society. Again, the problem is to identify discursive practices that mediate between the situated use of language within speech events and those larger structures. And finally, there is the problem of linking the artful speaking of performance to other modes of language use so that performance analysis does not fall into the trap of segregating poetics from other ways of speaking.
The third major section of our review offers in preliminary outline a framework we believe will help to overcome the limitations we have enumerated. Building upon the accumulated insights of past performance analysis, the investigation of the interrelated processes of entextualization, decontextualization (decentering), and recontextualization (recentering) opens a way toward constructing histories of performance; toward illuminating the larger systemic structures in which performances play a constitutive role; and toward linking performances with other modes of language use as performances are decentered and recentered both within and across speech events-referred to, cited, evaluated, reported, looked back upon, replayed, and otherwise transformed in the production and reproduction of social life. As we have suggested, this framework appears to us all the more productive in making our own scholarly practice continuous with the phenomena to which we devote our ethnographic attention. The poetics and politics of ethnography are illuminated by the poetics and politics of discourse within the communities about which and within which we write. Our dialogs with our ethnographic interlocutors are related dialectically to their dialogs among themselves and our own dialogs back home. Performance-oriented analysis is thus well positioned to continue the critical mission on which it was founded, testing our own conceptions of language and our own scholarly practices as it attempts to comprehend the role of language and poetics in the social life of the world's cultures. 
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